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Thus, it probably is expected that we would have here a

debate on technical matters, with appeal to judiciously

selective empirical evidence on:

1. the price elasticity of the demand for health care;

2. what kinds of services “consumers” (formerly “patients”) will
forgo under high deductibles;

3. how to measure quality and to present it to “consumers”;

4. how to present price information on individual providers to
“consumers”;

5. how health care “consumers” respond to such information,

6. etc., etc.



Instead of doing that, I would like to explore what

impact HSA+High-Deductible Health Insurance (HDHI)

would have on distribute ethics in U.S. health care.



The HSA+HDHI construct, if widely adopted, will have the

effects of:

1. making health care cheaper in absolute dollars for high
income Americans than for low income Americans;
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The HSA+HDHI construct, if widely adopted, will have the

effects of:

1. making health care cheaper in absolute dollars for high
income Americans than for low income Americans;

2. pushing the burden of belt-tightening in American health
mainly onto families in the bottom half of the nation’s income
distribution (who, by the way, already bear a disproportionate
share of the blood- and fiscal burden of combat duty on
behalf of America abroad);
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DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY INCOME, UNITED STATES, 2002
Average income $66,970 (Median about $50,000)

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census website http://ferret.bls.census.gov/macro/032003/faminc.

= 33%

Health policy wonks and policy
makers tend to reside in these
lofty strata
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These policies typically do not cover maternity care and have
many other limits and exclusions, stipulated in the fine print.



Surely we do not believe that a family with an

annual income of $25,000 will respond to a

$10,000 deductible the same way you and I

would in our health behavior, not even to speak

of families making $200,000 or more.



Rationing by income class could be avoided or at least

mitigated if the maximum out-of-pocket spending were

tied to family income.

For example, if households with an income of $40,000

should have a deductible of $4,000 and a maximum risk

exposure of $6,000, then policy wonks and policy

makers should have deductibles of $20,000 and

maximum risk exposure of $ 30,000.

Corporate executives should have no health insurance

at all.



The New York Times, March 2nd, 06: C9







The HSA+HDHI construct, if widely adopted, will have the

effects of:

1. making health care cheaper in absolute dollars for high
income Americans than for low income Americans;

2. pushing the burden of belt-tightening in American health
mainly onto families in the bottom half of the nation’s income
distribution (who, by the way, already bear a disproportionate
share of the blood- and fiscal burden of combat duty on
behalf of America abroad);

3. shifting the financial burden of ill health away from the
budgets of chronically healthy Americans and into the
budgets of chronically sick Americans



SOURCE: Martin Spikoff, “Health Plans Begin to Address Chronic Care Management,” Managed Care, December
2003.
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SOURCE: MEPS Data, provided by Kenneth Thorpe, Emory University

AVERAGE PER-CAPITA HEALTH SPENDING, BY DECILE,
AMONG PRIVATELY INSURED AMERICANS, 2001

Clearly, the effect – perhaps the intent – of

HDHI+HSA is to shift the financial burden

of health care more to the chronically sick.



CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

The proponents of HSA+HDHI describe it as a liberation

from the shackles of government regulation or

regulation by private health plans (as in “managed

care.”)



I recently came across this item on a website for
Consumer Directed Health Care.



CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

The proponents of HSA+HDHI describe it as a liberation from the shackles of

government regulation or regulation by private health plans (as in “managed care.”)

But, as it is being presented to the nation now, one can

also describe it fairly as one more policy designed to

redistribute economic privilege (speak: tax cuts and

health care resources) upward in the nation’s income

distribution.

We should be honest about it in our debate on public

health policy.




